You Are Forever, You Are Everyone
created by Aleem Hossain – aleemhossain@gmail.com
In You Are Forever, You Are Everyone you bear witness to a lifetime… your lifetime.
You are Ahsan. You are half-Bengali, half-white. You live in Vermont. Your story begins with the
extraordinary event that occurred when you were 7 years old. One autumn day, underneath the
red leaves of the old oak tree, you meet an alien in the field near your house. She tells you not to be
afraid. She tells you that she loves you, she loves humanity. But humanity will be gone by the time
you are old. And she wants you to remember when the rest are gone.
She gives you a gift. An ability. At first, you won't understand it. You will live your life. But you will
also see yourself living your life… eventually you will be able to see yourself living your life at all
the times of your life simultaneously…
As an adult, you live in the house you were raised in. And eventually you understand that you can
see all of that time…
Who is standing in the door to the bedroom? Your wife, young and flirtatious, unbuttoning her
shirt. Your wife, in her 80s with a warm smile. Your mother, just finishing bathing a newborn… it's
you. It's all there. As well as the empty door… and eventually, no door at all but just the ruins of
the what was… the time after humanity.
The field, near your house, where you met the alien is also where you run with your father trying to
get into the air on a crisp fall morning. Is also where you argue with your girlfriend as the sun sets
on a spring day... and where you are married on a warm summer night...
You will wonder, eventually, why the alien gave you this gift. And if you really understand it. Because after a point, you will feel alone moving back and forth in your lifetime.
But the alien did not ask you to just remember yourself. And she did not just give this gift to you.
One day you will see someone else, a stranger… smiling in her bedroom door… or waving to you
in a similar field, a continent away… and you will try as hard as you can and discover the last part
of the gift. You are not just living in your lifetime… there are others like you. And together, as you
wipe away the boundaries between your lives, you will form the memory of humanity the alien
hoped for.
In that house… in that field… you will also be in so many other houses and in so many other fields
in so many countries. You will see your life and the others...from all over the world, from all the
times of their lives.
And you will know that long after humanity is gone, it will live on in those bedroom doors, in those
fields, in all of you.
You are forever, you are everyone.

Latest News
1. Tribeca Film Institute has awarded us a 2017 Prototype Grant to fund development of our project! http://bit.ly/2oUI4Mj
2. We are a finalist for the Sundance Lab's New Frontier/Technicolor Residency!

Experience Overview
You are Forever, You are Everyone is a time-limited live-action virtual reality experience that
starts out entirely narrative and becomes interactive before reaching a narrative climax.

It is designed to be both an engaging sci-fi interactive experience and an
exploration of mixed-race identity in America.
As the narrator tells your story, you, the user, will realize that you have the ability to wipe away the
reality in front of you and reveal your past/future and eventually other places/people.
In other words – you will feel like you are standing in the middle of a real space. A field or a room in
a house. And when you reach out and wipe your hand across what you see you will reveal a portion
of a layer underneath… the space stays the same, just the time period changes. This time wiping
is the central conceit of the experience.
So when you wipe near the oak tree, it's always there – but you might swipe away some of the
green leaves and blue summer sky to reveal red leaves and a cloudy autumn sky.
But more importantly – you will see Ahsan – yourself – in different stages of life.
So at first you will be a passive observer in your bedroom and in the field you played in as a child.
Then you will realize you can wipe away (left/right) what you see in front of you – like wiping steam
off a bathroom mirror - allowing you to see many phases of your lifetime in that one bedroom and
in that one field.
Finally, a new ability will be added where you can wipe in a new direction (up/down) and see other
human lives in analogous locations/times (other bedrooms, other fields).
So the experience has an ending climax – this final reveal of the connection between human lives but the pace that you reach this climax is determined by how fast you realize the full extent of your
ability to wipe away (and thus cycle through) time and space.
You will start out feeling like you are the protagonist of a fixed story but then you will feel much
more that you are actually driving the pace of the experience - the music will accelerate and decelerate with the speed/frequency of your gestures, what you see will be determined by what you are
and aren't wiping away… but there is a definite end point because eventually a tipping point will

be passed and the various time periods and places will start cascading together on their own
(though you will feel like you triggered it) and soon you will reach the end where the narrator's
voice will return to the fore and the story's final statement, that what you've been experiencing is a
sort of memorial to the human race, will be made clear.

Technology Overview
The experience will use touch controllers and an HMD and use almost entirely live-action footage
with real actors and locations.
The central conceit of “wiping away” time and space will be achieved by layering live action video
that has been carefully shot in the same location, able to be lined up exactly so that you can see
the same space in different time periods.
In other words, when you wipe away part of the bedroom door in front of you, you will actually be
masking a top layer of video and revealing underneath a second video where that doorway was
lined up exactly with the first layer. Or, in the case where you will wipe though both space and
time, analogous people, objects, etc. will be placed in similar spots to heighten the sense of connection across time and space.
- see example video and storyboards on the next page -

You can get a better idea of what this "time wiping" will be like from the storyboards
below and from watching the concept video here:
Time Wiping - Rough Concept Video
(using only still pictures, not live-action footage)
https://vimeo.com/184892568
password: forever1

Time Wiping - Rough Storyboards:

What is the user’s journey?
NOTE: If you want more details about the story beats that will
be shown from Ahsan's life, please see the separate document:
YouAreForever-Scenes-Outline.pdf.
There are only two locations in You Are Forever, You Are Everyone: the field and the house.
They serve as a bedrock for the user: the wiping effect may reveal different years, characters, stories, information, emotions… but the setting you see stays the same, grounding the
experience.
In each location there are four stories, each playing on its own layer – able to be viewed
if you wipe away some or all of the layer above it. Each story runs on a loop. Each story has
four phases, running in sync, where the characters move through the space around you. In
each story you are watching yourself with someone from your past and then, at one key
point, the choreography aligns such that the person from your past is speaking directly to
you, into your eyes, a true POV if you choose to look in that direction.
The stories are slices of life from Ahsan’s entire lifetime – and they should feel very real…
truly like moments from an actual life that we happen to be able to observe. The filming
will require a great deal of precision and logistics but the performances, dialogue, emotions
should feel entirely natural… not heightened or artificial. The sound design similarly should
feel totally real. It has to feel like you are in the real world, experiencing a real human’s life.
It is Ahsan himself... yourself... who defines the experience. The struggles and triumphs
of his life, particularly as a mixed-race American, are the focus. Ahsan is someone who who
straddles many cultures and mindsets... a blessing and a curse... combining the best of all of
them or never quite fitting into any of them? The central struggle of Ahsan’s life, which you
see in many different flavors, is the battle between his passionate and fiery individualism
and his aching desire to find love and community. You see this battle play out not in huge
dramatic “Hollywood” scenes but rather in the small human moments that make up a life.
The experience starts in the field. You are Ahsan as a 7 year old, flying the kite with your
Dad.. about to meet the alien. This story always plays through in its entirety the first time
because the wiping power is not unlocked until the alien appears at the end of this story…
at this point the 7 year old story begins its second loop and the user can watch it again or
begin to wipe to different memory-layers. Once the user has cycled through a certain number of layers in the field, the story shifts to the house. Once the user has cycled through a
certain number of moments in the house, the final stage of the experience begins… images
of other peoples’ lives across the world start to become slightly visible in the house. Once
the user has viewed a few we jump back to the field where many more images of other

people in analogous situations (placed in the same quadrants and times, as the events Ahsan's life) start to appear when wiped…sparking the climax where people all over the planet
become visible all at once... cascading together.
This climax comes to an end as we step back, for the first time, into a frame story where you
see that your POV as Ahsan has really been the POV of the real you: an alien, taking on the
POV of Ahsan as a way of experiencing what humanity was before it went extinct centuries
before... in this final moment we’ll know for sure that humanity is gone but that it lives on
through the memory of people like Ahsan.
This idea: that a half-Bengali, half-white kid from Vermont is just as able to be a proxy
for all of humanity as any other human being is at the core of the entire experience.

What do we actually see of Ahsan’s life?
The four stories/layers in the field are:
1. You are 7 years old: flying a kite with your Dad, he dies of a heart attack, alien appears
2. You are 19 years old: girlfriend angry you cheated on her
3. You are 28 years old: your wedding, love and commitment
4. You are 80 years old: you and wife, tender but tinged with mortality – reflecting on life

The four stories/layers in the house are:
1. You are 6 months old: Your mother washing and dressing you
2. You are 24 years old: sex, passion, excitement, failed proposal
3. You are 32 years old: birth of child, sobering, amazing
4. You are 44 years old: You son is 12 yrs old, resentful and resisting authority

DIAGRAMMING THE TIME-LAYERS
On the next pages you will see diagrams which are overhead views of the observable space.
You are in the center, able to look all around you.
To assist the filming and experience design, we've divided the space around you into four quadrants
but these quadrants are not actually visibly divided for the user - you will just feel like you are in a room or
field and see events happen around you.
So there are two ways to think about the narrative content:
1. Think about each storyline in isolation – the progression of the four phases of that one mini-story
and its movement through the four quadrants of the viewable space.
2. To think about the space and the progression of time - what is happening at concurrent times in
each quadrant as the experience unfolds… in other words, what’s occurring on each layer when looking in one specific direction at each specific time?
The following pages lay out more details that will hopefully help you visualize the project in both ways.

REMINDER: If you want more story details about these scenes, read the
Scenes Outline document.
Please keep reading here for more information about how these
scenes are arranged and experienced in the VR project itself.

Field Story 1: You are 7 years old. Flying kite with Dad – joy, tragedy, and mystery.
Phase 1 (in Quadrant 1): You watch your Dad and you as a 7 year old prepare a kite for flight.
Tender moment as your Dad patiently teaches, telling you about his childhood in India flying
kites.
Phase 2 (in Quadrant 2): You watch you and your Dad run around, flying kite, exhilarating fun.
Phase 3 (in Quadrant 3): Your Dad keels over. He's having a heart attack. He dies.
Phase 4 (in Quadrant 4): You run for help but then: alien appears – you stop short and merge
into a POV shot where alien is speaking directly to you, talking about a the future of humanity and an ability she is giving you in this moment. Loop point is a flash of light as she vanishes… and if you look to Quadrant 1 again, you’ll see Phase 1 story start again, you and your
Dad prepping kite. From this point forward, the wiping ability is activated… and you’ll start
to see subtle ghosting of the other layers to encourage you to wipe.

Field Story 2: You are 19 years old. Your girlfriend is angry and heartbroken that you
cheated on her.
Phase 1 (in Quadrant 3): You watch your 19 year old self and your girlfriend looking through
the grass for car keys. She is pissed, not talking to you.
Phase 2 (in Quadrant 4): You see yourself find the keys and start to apologize for something… she takes the keys and picks up a purse from the ground, putting the keys and other
items back into it. She ignores your apology.
Phase 3 (in Quadrant 1): Merges into POV as she starts to leave but then turns to you, throws
her bag at you, and angrily tells you, directly into your eyes, how much it hurts that you
cheated on her and that it can’t be overcome... and that the details of the cheating matter...
the other girl was white and you’re crazy if you think that’s not an important detail.
Phase 4 (in Quadrant 2): POV ends as she storms off. You watch yourself call out to her, she
keeps walking but then comes back b/c she forgot her bag and the keys. Loop point as you
watch you and her looking in the grass for the keys.

Field Story 3: You are 28 years old. Your wedding - the power and beauty of love and 		
commitment.
Phase 1 (in Quadrant 2 ): POV as your 28 year old wife delivers her wedding vows directly to
you. Heartfelt, emotional… POV ends as you see yourself step forward and kiss her.
Phase 2 (in Quadrant 3): You see you and your wife kiss and then join your friends, boisterous
celebration and dancing.
Phase 3 (in Quadrant 4): As friends merrily walk to go eat, you watch you and wife dance
silently on your own
Phase 4 (in Quadrant 1): You watch you and your wife talking about love and the future…
loop point back to Phase 1 comes when you reach a point in your conversation where you
jokingly propose all over again and then you both rush back to Quadrant 2 and we loop back
into Phase 1 where she’s doing her wedding vows to you in POV.

Field Story 4: You are 80 years old. A day with your wife, tender but tinged with
		
mortality, trying to compromise on plans for funerals, reflecting on life.
Phase 1 (in Quadrant 2): You watch your 80 old self and 80 year old wife, exhausted but happy, slowly making your way through the field. Supporting each other, bantering.
Phase 2 (in Quadrant 3): As you two sit down, you merge into a POV and your wife resumes a
conversation you've clearly been having for a while about what your funeral and burial, and
her funeral and burial, should be like. There are some deep cultural divides but you've been
married for decades so it's not argument... but it is a tough issue you're both wrestling with.
Phase 3 (in Quadrant 4): POV ends as you watch yourself help her back up and you dance a
slow dance, reminiscent of the day you were married.
Phase 4 (in Quadrant 1): You watch you and your wife work hard (but joyously) to get a kite
up into the air. You finally get it for a moment, it’s wonderful. But it’s exhausting. Loop point
is when you let the kite come down and start walking into Quadrant 2, exhausted, bantering.

House Story 1: You are 6 months old. Your mother washing and dressing you.
Phase 1 (in Quadrant 1): You watch your mother enter the room, holding you as a 6 month
old, burping you. A quiet moment.
Phase 2 (in Quadrant 2): You watch your mother change your diaper, dress you. She is tender and methodical.
Phase 3 (in Quadrant 3): After dressing you she props you on the bed with a pillow and this
merges into a POV… your mother looks you in the eyes and tells you she loves you but
also talks about how worried she is for you. Worried you won’t have a place in the world
because of your mixed background.
Phase 4 (in Quadrant 4): POV ends as your mother picks you up and dances around with
you. You get hungry. Loop point is when she crosses to Quadrant 1, exits room to feed you,
and Phase 1 starts again when she re-enters, burping you.

House Story 2: You and your girlfriend are 24 years old. Sex, passion, excitement,
		
failed proposal.
Phase 1 (in Quadrant 3): You watch your 24 year old self and your girlfriend emerge from the
floor behind a bed, mid-sex, throwing yourselves onto the sheets. Passionate sex.
Phase 2 (in Quadrant 2): After you both climax, she jumps up and starts talking about her
plans for life, merging into a POV shot where she speaks to you.
Phase 3 (in Quadrant 1): POV ends as she goes to drink some water and you see yourself secretly retrieve a hidden wedding ring. You watch yourself working up the nerve to propose.
Phase 4 (in Quadrant 4): You propose to her... she says no but seduces you back into bed.
Loop point comes as you kiss and caress and then tumble behind bed in Quadrant 3, starting
to have sex on the floor behind the bed and then emerge to return to Phase 1 start.

House Story 3: You are 32 years old. Birth of child, amazing, sobering.
(this story is all in Quadrant 3, and has no distinct phases)
You watch your 32 year old self. You are holding your wife as she gives birth. The midwife
places the baby in your wife’s arms. You and your wife cradle the newborn. You get up to get
your wife a glass of water and when you come back it merges into a POV where your wife
speaks to you about what the baby means for the future and how it needs to change your
lives. Like you, he will grow up with many identities... you and your wife have to figure out
how to guide him through an often chaotic and sometimes uncaring world. Loop point is
when you see yourself step forward to embrace her and it melds into you holding her during
labor again.

House Story 4: You are 44 years old. Struggles with your 12 yr old son, resentment,
heartbreak.
Phase 1 (in Quadrant 2): POV as your 12 year old son speaks to you with resentment and
wounded pride
Phase 2 (in Quadrant 3): POV ends as he goes to sulk in the corner, you watch yourself start to
approach but stop, not sure what to do.
Phase 3 (in Quadrant 4): You watch yourself coax him into an activity/project you both clearly love. For a while it goes well… but then you can’t help yourself, you push his buttons again
by being overly controlling and he doesn’t react well.
Phase 4 (in Quadrant 1): You watch yourself lose your temper. Loop point comes when he
leaves the room, comes back and it merges into POV in Quadrant 2, where he speaks to you
with resentment and wounded pride

Another way to think about the experience is to visualize what's happening on
each layer in each quadrant as the stories (which all have the same length) progress
through their four phases.

The Team
ALEEM HOSSAIN - creator/writer/director - aleemhossain@gmail.com
Aleem is a virtual reality creator and film writer/director who earned his B.A. at the University of
Chicago and his M.F.A. at UCLA. He is currently in post-production on his first feature film, AFTER
WE LEAVE, a gritty sci-fi drama. He was a Film Independent Project Involve Fellow and a Tribeca
Film Institute - All Access Fellow. He was selected for the initial Oculus Launchpad program, a
VR incubator run by Facebook/Oculus. He recently created an ongoing documentary VR series, I
NEVER TOLD YOU and is developing several narrative/interactive VR projects.

JULIE KIRKWOOD- cinematographer
The International Cinematographers Guild gave Julie the Emerging Cinematographer Award in
2006. Since then she has shot a number of award-winning feature films including the Sundance
2012 Opening Night Selection, HELLO I MUST BE GOING and Martin Donovan's directorial debut,
COLLABORATOR. Her most recent credits include two art-house horror films that both premiered
at the Toronto International Film Festival and commercials for Sony and Microsoft.

CHANDA DANCY - composer/sound designer
Chanda is a musician, sound designer, and composer who has created sound and music for films
that premiered at Cannes, Toronto, Sundance, and Tribeca. She was awarded the 2002 BMI Bill
Carpenter Fellowship and was selected for the Sundance Film Composer Lab in 2009. Her latest
projects include several feature films and virtual reality projects.

BLAISE HOSSAIN - vfx supervisor
Blaise is a multiple Key Art award-winning motion graphic and vfx artist. He is currently the art
director at ASPECT, a full-service post-production facility in Los Angeles. His VFX credits include
extensive user-interface design on JJ Abrams' STAR TREK: INTO DARKNESS.

